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W H O  W E  A R E

MDC and The Harris Poll have partnered to conduct research regarding the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on 
the American consumer.  The executive summaries on the pages that follow provide insight into current consumer 
attitudes and behavior and can be used to help navigate the next several weeks.

We hope this information proves useful to you and your team as you pivot in real time.  We are sending our very 
best wishes to you during this time.

As always, we are here to help.  Please don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions you may have. 

Positively,

Ryan Linder + The MDC Family
Global Chief Marketing Officer, EVP
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The following research was conducted between 
April 18-20, 2020 by The Harris Poll on the coronavirus 

outbreak. Fielded among a nationally representative 
sample of 2,029 U.S adults, the newest research 

demonstrates how consumers’ perceptions are rapidly 
shifting as new developments emerge.
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Section:

Topic:

AMERICA STAYS 
PATIENT 
Introduction:

Americans are siding with governors in saying their state’s social distancing 
restrictions are striking the right balance with just more than 1 in 10 saying they 
are too restrictive. And there is strong support across the political divide to keep 
them in place for now:

• 7 in 10 Americans (69%) say their state is striking the right balance 
while 17% say they are not restrictive enough and only 14% too 
restrictive.

• Strong majorities of Republicans (70%), Democrats (68%), and 
Independents (68%) say states have the right balance of restrictions.

• In our polling featured on NBC News, over two-thirds of voters (67%) 
said they expect it to be at least a month before Americans should 
start returning to work and life as normal. 

• Meanwhile, financial stress is building for nearly 9 in 10 Americans 
as we discussed with CNBC, and the Harvard CAPS /Harris 
Poll found that economy and jobs is now the second most 
important issue (41% of voters) after the management of the 
coronavirus crisis (63%). 

© The Harris Poll Copyright

Implication:

Americans are optimistic about overcoming the virus and getting back to normal 
which is why they back the current lockdown in overwhelming numbers despite 
the growing economic pain. Go short on the economy but long on American 
resilience. 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/advisers-warn-trump-his-push-reopen-economy-carries-political-risks-n1186491
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/16/coronavirus-crisis-causing-financial-stress-for-near-9-in-10-americans.html
https://mailchi.mp/11b0cfdc261f/april2020-poll-2660953?e=71ce0c069d
https://mailchi.mp/11b0cfdc261f/april2020-poll-2660953?e=71ce0c069d
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Section:

Topic:

EVERY BUSINESS 
IS NOW LIKE A 
HOSPITAL
Introduction:

No one single action will make Americans feel safer to fly on a plane, return to 
work, attend a sporting or large venue event, or eat out at a restaurant. But in a 
new Harris Poll business playbook for reopening there are tactics consumers 
say will make them feel more welcome and at ease: 

• Eat alone together: three-fourths (74%) of Americans miss dining 
at a restaurant/bar and patrons want back in but (62%) want 
restaurants configured for social distancing, and (56%) want 
maximum capacity limits to ensure 6-feet between diners.

• Practice haute hygiene: according to Eater, “You may be having 
dinner with a waiter wearing gloves...maybe a face mask, a dinner 
where the menu is disposable, where half of the tables in that 
restaurant no longer appear, where your temperature is checked 
before you walk into the establishment.” In fact, our poll found 45% 
of Americans want temperature tests for restaurant staff and even 
a quarter want a no-beard policy for waiters and kitchen 
staff (22%). 

• No more open floor plans: in order to feel safe returning to 
work 61% want policies requiring employees to stay home if they 
feel sick, 48% say no meetings larger than 10 people and 47% say 
desks should be spaced 6-feet apart.  

© The Harris Poll Copyright

Implication:

Farm to table thinking now applies to hygiene: every company's cleanliness must 
be ‘transparent and sourceable.’ Expect consumers and employees to make 
demands on businesses which seem prudent to the former and excessive to the 
latter. And each must manage the tension in customer wants with conflicts in 
privacy, margins and worker rights. 

https://www.eater.com/2020/4/17/21224960/reopened-restaurants-face-new-reality-after-coronavirus
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Section:

Topic:

WE’RE ALL IN 
THIS TOGETHER… 
BUT ARE WE?
Introduction:

While the pandemic has led to countless numbers of uplifting stories, the story 
of Asian Americans being blamed for COVID-19 is not one of them.

• An Unacknowledged Problem: while the FBI has warned of potential 
surge in hate crimes against Asian Americans amid coronavirus, less 
than half of the public (45%) feel hate/discrimination has risen towards 
Asian Americans since the COVID-19 outbreak. 

• Lack of Concern: even more worrisome, 41% say they are not at all 
or not very concerned about this growing problem in our country 
as Asian Americans grapple with feeling like a person of suspicion in 
their own community and slurs they never expected.

• Behind the story: our poll shows Americans report bi-partisan distrust 
of Chinese Government and support The President's tariffs, while 77% 
blame China for the virus.

• What does this mean? We need collaborative action to fight this. The 
CDC and DOJ worked to stop bias incidents and hate crimes following 
the SARS outbreak and the 9/11 terrorist attack but The Center for 
Public Integrity and NBC report that Federal Agencies have no plan in 
place to address anti-Asian hate during C-19. 

© The Harris Poll Copyright

Implication:

With this new division and tension in communities monitor the pulse with your 
Diversity & Inclusion and Multicultural efforts.

https://abcnews.go.com/US/fbi-warns-potential-surge-hate-crimes-asian-americans/story?id=69831920
https://abcnews.go.com/US/fbi-warns-potential-surge-hate-crimes-asian-americans/story?id=69831920
https://abcnews.go.com/US/fbi-warns-potential-surge-hate-crimes-asian-americans/story?id=69831920
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/10/podcasts/the-daily/racism-chinese-coronavirus-asian-americans.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/10/podcasts/the-daily/racism-chinese-coronavirus-asian-americans.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/10/podcasts/the-daily/racism-chinese-coronavirus-asian-americans.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/12/magazine/asian-american-discrimination-coronavirus.html
https://www.nationalreview.com/news/poll-americans-report-bipartisan-distrust-of-chinese-govt-support-for-tariffs/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/federal-agencies-are-doing-little-about-rise-anti-asian-hate-n1184766
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/federal-agencies-are-doing-little-about-rise-anti-asian-hate-n1184766
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Section:

Topic:

ALL HAIL VOTE 
BY MAIL
Introduction:

Who wants to stand in line at the ballot box in November? Not many it seems. 
Voting-by-mail has broad and popular support for the upcoming election: nearly 
three-fourths of Americans (73%), and a strong majority of both parties, approve of 
vote-by-mail in November’s presidential election.

• TechCrunch says vote-by-mail should be having its moment. Will 
it? Among those who disapprove of vote-by-mail (27%), 78% say it is 
in fear of voter fraud, 57% say issues with counting votes, 57% say 
voting should be done in person and 56% are concerned with security.

• We wonder: couldn’t the Census takers be mobilized to help ensure 
analog/mail voting? 

• Local outreach matters too: in Austin, buses equipped with wifi  are 
rolling out to neighborhoods with limited online access (see ingenious 
ways governments are enforcing social distancing around the world 
including “keep the distance of one alligator” in Florida).

Implication:

That three quarters of Americans are concerned with going to the polls five months 
from now gives an indication of trepidation of public places, portending a ‘Cruel 
Summer’ at least as far as mass gatherings go. 

© The Harris Poll Copyright

https://techcrunch.com/2020/04/13/coronavirus-vote-by-mail-wyden-klobuchar/
https://www.kut.org/post/austin-isd-rolling-out-110-buses-equipped-wi-fi-neighborhoods-limited-online-access
https://qz.com/1836247/social-distancing-markers-from-around-the-world/
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Section:

Topic:

WILL SPORTS 
RETURN AT ALL?
Introduction:

As fans hope for some return of an NBA playoff, Stanley Cup and the start of MLB, 
Americans are unsure that sports will go on: one-third (34%) say sports leagues 
should cancel this season and wait until next season to resume, but there are 
other competing opinions: 

• Supporting Dr. Fauci’s plan, 4 in 10 say they should either play the 
season without fans (21%) or restart the current season now and 
phase fans in later (20%). Only 15% say they should restart the 
current season only when fans can attend.

• While more than 4 in 10 (45%) say they miss watching sports on 
TV and half (49%) miss attending sporting events in person, one-fifth of 
Americans (21%) say there is nothing that would make them feel 
safe to attend a sporting event again. In our polling for USA TODAY, 
only 6% said they would go to a game as soon as allowed.

• What’s replacing sports? As we told The NY Post, lots and lots of 
new streaming. The NYT has a game plan for what has to happen first 
for sports to come back. Meanwhile F1 to The Premiere League 
are turning to e-sports and giving players devices instead of cars and 
soccer balls. 

• Our Athlete of The Week: this 99 year old UK vet raises over $33 
million for the NHS

© The Harris Poll Copyright

Implication:

Americans are coming to grips about managing their expectations about hot dogs 
and a seventh-inning stretch. Meanwhile re-runs of historic sporting events like 
The Masters and NBA Finals are reaching record audiences. Sports programmer 
and historian might be a new post C-19 occupation. 

https://bleacherreport.com/articles/2886706-dr-anthony-fauci-sports-will-only-return-this-summer-if-fans-are-banned
https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/columnist/nancy-armour/2020/04/10/going-games-wont-easy-coronavirus-pandemic-ends/5127625002/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/18/quarantined-americans-unite-over-a-new-age-of-water-cooler-tv/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/16/sports/coronavirus-sports-come-back.html
https://www.ft.com/content/7df23461-3d0e-439c-ab5e-421f5c9995d6?accessToken=zwAAAXGhmdq4kc998jRhPQ5DnNOrXkIfXJmV1g.MEQCIQDY-RBVpa8zgc_V3fGXdXgUl7w01CDezyidRwsUOFmNMgIfddqES_mqL9c8PaVAeVisf8dTDM_hBf_lLgvtciF0mw&sharetype=gift?token=bd9dc086-4126-4601-b529-ea2132374409
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/2020/04/17/99-year-old-veteran-raises-23-million-britains-health-care-system-by-walking-his-garden/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/michael-jordan-documentary-a-ratings-win-for-espn-amid-coronavirus-sports-shutdown-11587421160
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Section:

Topic:

BIG TECH AND 
PHARMA TO THE 
RESCUE
Introduction:

Sometimes it takes a crisis to turn a black hat, white: a large majority (81%) of 
Americans approve of large tech companies helping to trace coronavirus cases 
they may have been exposed to. 

• What a difference a pandemic makes: In our Axios-Harris Poll 100 
2019 Corporate Reputation Rankings, some tech reputation rankings 
were battered while others are rising in American esteem: Samsung 
was ranked #7, Microsoft #9, and Sony #10. 

• According to The Verge: Apple and Google are building a coronavirus 
tracking system for tracking the spread of the new coronavirus, 
allowing users to share data through Bluetooth and approved apps 
from health organizations.

• Even tech as an industry is rising during C-19: 38% say their view 
of the industry has become more positive since the start of the 
outbreak, and 40% of Americans say the tech industry should provide 
solutions during the outbreak.

© The Harris Poll Copyright

• And the pharmaceutical industry also stands to play a big role: 
as Fortune notes, “as much as the pandemic has devastated many 
industries, it has offered Big Pharma a chance to shine as never 
before, winning back the trust of a public infuriated with years of 
soaring drug prices. Will they seize the moment? Without a safe and 
widely disseminated vaccine to confer immunity on a huge swath of 
the population, it’s hard to imagine life returning to something 
resembling ‘normal.’” In our tracking, over half (55%) say pharma 
should be providing solutions during the outbreak, and 4 in 10 (37%) 
say their view has become more positive.

Implication:

American compliance to share their data is a boon to public health and re-
opening the economy safely. Once testing scales, information sharing will be 
crucial and watch for tech to be a big part of the solution in socializing ‘safe spots’ 
for consumerism and other economic and social activities.

https://www.axios.com/facebook-reputation-drops-axios-harris-poll-0d6c406a-4c2e-463a-af98-1748d3e0ab9a.html
https://www.theverge.com/2020/4/10/21216484/google-apple-coronavirus-contract-tracing-bluetooth-location-tracking-data-app
https://fortune.com/longform/coronavirus-vaccine-test-treatment-big-pharma-innovation-covid-19/
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Section:

Topic:

CURIOUSLY, 
AMERICANS 
SPURN LESSONS 
LEARNED
Introduction:

We spent this whole newsletter telling you how prudent and careful Americans are 
being...and then there’s this: Despite the decrease in American’s fear of dying from 
COVID-19 (44%, down from 56% last week) Americans are not thinking about 
proper precautions against the flu next season. 

• Herd Immunity? While 62% said a C-19 vaccine would be necessary 
to resume normal activities like flying, going to the gym, sporting 
events, etc., (57% to return to work), less than half (44%) say they 
are very likely to get a COVID-19 vaccination as soon as it becomes 
available.

• Only 53% of Americans say they received their flu shot during the 
2019-2020 season and only 57% plan to get their flu shot for the 
upcoming 2020-2021 season. That’s only a four point uptick in concern, 
supporting assertions in an excellent FT essay that humans are poor at 
assessing risk. 

• For an in-depth read of quantifiable human folly, see HBR Predictable 
Surprises: The Disasters You Should Have Seen Coming.

© The Harris Poll Copyright

Implication:

Americans feel the distant future is of no concern, or irrational optimism in our 
DNA is winning out over common sense. Either way, the good thing is according 
to our data we’re listening to science and trusting the CDC more than The White 
House. There’s still time to get that flu shot!

https://www.ft.com/content/74e5f04a-7df1-11ea-82f6-150830b3b99a?accessToken=zwAAAXGhn-1okc905fBKffER6tOC9hUIMLO5mg.MEUCIQCIR6VhKrzCG40MGfXQOopujakfU_6VAgS0ULjYpBekPAIgW5YbWR-OykQpoLmbkKF58Drdy9GssrF_F5VfwBbc2DE&sharetype=gift?token=4e53644c-6989-4046-9990-06503ac7f6a2
https://hbr.org/2003/04/predictable-surprises-the-disasters-you-should-have-seen-coming
https://hbr.org/2003/04/predictable-surprises-the-disasters-you-should-have-seen-coming


C O N TA C T

Global Chief Marketing Officer, EVP

rjlinder@mdc-partners.com
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RYAN LINDER
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